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Despite vocal opposition from residents, the Old Bridge Township Council has approved a six-month 
transitional budget as the town switches from a fiscal year to a calendar year. 

The municipal budget, approved Monday night in a 6-2 vote, came under scrutiny due to its use of $1.3 
million taken from the reserve fund of the Old Bridge Municipal Utilities Authority (OBMUA) and used 
instead for municipal budgetary relief. 

Currently, the OBMUA has a budget surplus, claiming more than $8 million in funding, according to 
Mayor Jim Phillips. 

However, Councilman Richard Greene said the surplus is a result of reducing costs by eliminating 
positions and implementing cost-saving measures, and that the extra money is necessary for emergency 
use and to keep water and sewer rates stable. He is concerned that withdrawing $1.3 million is a hasty 
move that will have a negative impact on the OBMUA and township residents in the long run. 

Greene, a Republican, also noted that the township has a history of using "onetime revenue sources" in 
order to balance its budget, citing the $2 million sale of open space to Middlesex County in 2007 and the 
$1.5 million sale of open space to the Old Bridge Housing Authority in 2008. 

But Phillips, a Democrat, believes that the $1.3 million transfer is beneficial to the community. Phillips 
said the excess money is already paid for by taxpayers and that by using it, residents will not see a raise 
in their municipal taxes in the new budget. If the funds are not used, Phillips said, there would be a 5-
cent tax rate increase, which would ultimately cost residents an average of $75 per household. 

Phillips also noted that the money appropriated from the OBMUA is reflective of costs the township incurs 
from water and sewer projects. He estimated that the township has spent nearly $7 million since 2004 to 
repair roads and curbs that have been damaged by the OBMUA. 

The $1.3 million transfer provoked a range of opinions among residents at the Sept. 14 public hearing on 
the budget. 

"I was shocked that the OBMUA has so much money that the mayor can use it towards the budget," said 
resident Elizabeth Wolster. "Why do we pay for things we don't use?" 

Wolster, along with Margarita Batista, urged township officials to be more responsible with their budgets 
and to cut excess spending. 

But many expressed their discontent with the township's decision to use money that ultimately comes 
from the residents. The extra funding is a result of an accumulation of utility rate collections and 
therefore, according to some residents, belongs to the people of Old Bridge. 

"This surplus should go to lowering rates, not to take for the budget," said Linda Seiler. 

Members of the Township Council also had several concerns, specifically regarding how the fund transfer 
would affect OBMUA rates. 



Bob Morrison, auditor of the OBMUA, was present to address the questions, and assured the council that 
the OBMUA's bond rating would not be affected by the change. 

"There's no negative impact," he said. "Actually, depending on how the revenue will affect the budget, it 
could enhance the bond rating." 

Morrison also noted that the OBMUA has not raised its rates over the past three years. 

Despite this, Greene and Councilwoman Lucille Panos, also a Republican, vehemently opposed the 
measure and called for the township to be responsible for the budget deficit and to cut costs in other 
ways. 

"I stand by what I've said before," Greene said. "I'm not comfortable with this at all. We're ultimately 
taking from ourselves and causing more problems by involving the OBMUA." 

But Democratic Councilman Patrick Gillespie emphasized that if this transfer did not happen, the 
township would be forced to take extreme measures in order to maintain a zero increase in taxes. 

"To cut $1.3 million would mean we'd have to lay off around 13 police officers or about 40 civil 
servants," he said. "There's no room to cut otherwise. What we're doing is strong financial management. 
Property taxpayers deserve property tax relief." 

Panos declared Gillespie's estimation a "scare tactic" and suggested that a 5-percent cut in expenses 
across all departments would be a fair action to take. 

Panos and Republican Councilman Brian Cahill were the only council members to vote against the 
budget. Greene abstained due to a conflict of interest with the OBMUA. 

Plans for the budget include a continued reduction in workforce through attrition, ongoing across-the-
board wage freezes and maintaining municipal operations at last year's level. The township library and 
senior centers will remain fully funded and funding will also be provided for flood prevention and 
drainage improvements. 

Early next year, Phillips will submit a new, full-year budget that will be effective for the 2010 calendar 
year.


